
GOLF GODS



A Synopsis
Screenplay by David Green and Gary Revel
Adapted from the book, Golf Gods by David Green

Imagine if you suddenly found yourself in a world where golfing is a way of life. Each morning, the people of this world 
wake up to play golf and work on their courses. They are paid according to the condition of their courses and any 
improvements made. Every course reflects its owner's persona. You are the course inspector. You work for the Golf Gods. 

You are responsible for inspecting the condition of each course. You meet people like Slow Hand Sunn, Betting Thomas, 
Mangled Mandie and many more. You find yourself involved with Night Golfers and in conflict with the Committee of 
Moral, Ethical and Economic Development. This world will take you on a spiritual quest that is both enlightening and 
thought provoking. It is an astonishing and educational romp amidst the fairways and greens. With the help of a mystical 
book and a mysterious young female guide, Shane will take a journey not soon to be forgotten. 

Gary Player, Jack Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer will have small roles in the movie and one of them will have the opportunity 
to use his Golf Course Design company as the one Shane, the Golf Course Inspector works for.

The Writers – David Green and Gary Revel

David Green

David Green is a western Kansas native. He lives there with his wife Tami, and daughter, Joni. He has a master's degree in 
counseling and over twenty years of counseling/consulting experience. He has written self-help articles for newspapers, 
as well as monthly newsletters for business. 

Gary Revel

Revel is the owner of the Jongleur group of companies that includes Jongleur Music, Jongleur Music Book Publishing,        
Jongleur Music Pictures. Jongleur Music is also partnered with Robert McDaris in the Riant Records label and a partner 
with Jack Perez in Jongleur Music & Movies Productions. Withj over 30 years experience in the entertainment business 
Revel operates his companies to produce and distribute music, publish books and development/produce/distribute motion 
pictures and film.. 
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